
Launceston 29 June 2014 

RACE  1 : This is a race for the three year olds. JABBER JAWZZZ (7) was very well driven when a good 

winner last week. He draws the top of the track tonight so will need a bit of luck but is sure to take 

plenty of holding out. ANGELA DE MARCO (8) won well last start when leading. She draws inside the 

back row here so will be hoping to get off early and work into the race at some stage so will be a 

danger. WHO IS HARDEEN (4) will strip much fitter for his unlucky first up run. He draws inside his 

main rivals which gives him a slight advantage so will be in the finish. ANIMI SUB INGIS (6) broke 

through for a well deserved win last start so has to be given an each way chance. CARDINAL SPEC (1) 

was unlucky at his first start. He was sent for a break after that and resumes here so has to be kept 

safe from the pole. OLIVERS MATE (2) and CIRCLES OF STEEL (3) are next best and can fill a place. 

TOP PICK :  ANGELA DE MARCO (8) with a little luck is the one to beat. 

DANGERS :  JABBER JAWZZZ (7) impressed last start so is a big danger along with WHO IS HARDEEN 

(4). 

ROUGHIE : CARDINAL SPEC (1) draws well so can run a race. 

RATINGS : 8 – 4 7 – 1 6 – 2 3 5 10 - 9 

 

RACE  2 : This is a race for the two year olds. KARALTA JAZZMAN (8) was very impressive winning last 

start in where he done the work and won as he liked. He draws inside the back row here so will need 

a bit of luck early but is still the one to beat. JOKERS WILD CARD (9) was slightly disappointing last 

week when faced the breeze and missed a place at short odds. She gets a good run through here so 

will be handy and if produces best is a big danger. SMILETURNER (2) won well two starts back when 

led throughout. He will be looking to find the top again and if got a cheap first half will give a bit of 

cheek. DEVIL OF TYNE (6) has been freshened up and does have a bit of gate speed so don’t be 

surprised if they have a dip for the lead so has an each way chance. FUNDAMENTALIST (7) hasn’t had 

much luck to date but can fill a place if gets any tonight. MY MATE TYSON (4) and LORRAINE GRANT 

(5) are both first starters and would prefer to wait and see. 

TOP PICK : KARALTA JAZZMAN (8) despite the draw is the one to beat. 

DANGERS : JOKERS WILD CARD (9) is the danger despite her last run. 

ROUGHIE : DEVIL OF TYNE (6) can run a race at odds. 

RATINGS :  8 – 9 – 2 6 7 – 1 3 4 5 

 

RACE  3 : This is a C1/C2. OUR BEAU VITE (8) is first up here for in form trainer Zeke Slater who is 

having a great run of late and has a great record with pacers first up for him. He is the lone runner of 

the back row so will get a great run through and will take plenty of beating. DELIGHTFUL LILLY (7) has 

had a stable change and resumes here. She is a former very smart youngster and if she produced her 

best she will play a major role in the finish. ME MATE LES (2) has been going ok and draws well here 



so will be handy throughout so has to be a chance. FLETCH DAVIS (6) had every chance at Devonport 

on Monday night but if you can forgive that run and go on previous efforts he has an each way 

chance here. BREAK OF NITE (1) and FRANCO SEELSTER (5) are going ok and would not surprise if 

they got up at good odds. 

TOP PICK :  OUR BEAU VITE (8) this looks a very good race for him if his at his best. 

DANGERS :  ME MATE LES (2) is racing ok so from the draw is the danger along with DELIGHTFUL 

LILLY (7). 

ROUGHIE : FLETCH DAVIS (6) can win at odds with the right run. 

RATINGS : 8 – 2 6 7 – 1 5 – 3 4 

 

RACE  4 :  This is the final of the Bullock Consulting Bandbox for the three year old fillies. FAITHFUL 

GABBY (9) was super impressive winning the prelude of this at her last start. She draws to get a good 

run through and will look to push forward to the breeze or the top and dictate the race so is the one 

to beat. MILEY ROSE (2) was very good in that prelude and is sure to strip much fitter for the final. 

She should zoom to the lead so will be interesting to see if they hold up either way she is a big 

danger. ITSWHATILIKEABOUTU (7) never had the best of luck in the prelude. She will be put into the 

race tonight and is very capable of winning as is a smart type. TANIA MAREE (6) has had a great 

season to date and is a must for the multiples and good odds. MISS GUENEVERE (1) , JANE GRANT (8) 

and JAZZY JANE (10) are next best. 

TOP PICK : FAITHFUL GABBY (9) is clearly the one to beat. 

DANGERS : MILEY ROSE (2) draws to be a huge danger along with ITSWHATILIKEABOUTU (7). 

ROUGHIE : TANIA MAREE (6) will be double figure odds and can surprise if luck came her way. 

RATINGS :  9 – 2 7 – 6 10 – 1 3 8 - 4 

 

RACE  5 :  This is another division of the C1/C2. PARTYBOY GLENWOOD (7) will find this much easier 

than his latest run in where he had no luck. He draws the top of the track so will have to put into the 

race at some stage so will take plenty of beating. LIVIA DEGEROLSTEIN (1) may be able to do enough 

to hold up and if does will give a bit of cheek out on front. BYMARJAC (6) has been racing very well 

so with the right run has a winning chance. MACH MY DAY (5) has been a little disappointing of late 

so place look’s best here from the draw. TERRORCAM (3) is another that has been racing well and 

draws to be handy so is a must for the exotics. JUFFS CROSSING (8) does have ability on his night but 

this is stronger than recent runs so place look’s best. 

TOP PICK : PARTYBOY GLENWOOD (7) will take plenty of beating here. 

DANGERS : LIVIA DEGEROLSTEIN (1) draws well so is a danger along with BYMARJAC (6) who is racing 

well. 



ROUGHIE : TERRORCAM (3) can win here at odds with the right run. 

RATINGS :  7 – 1 6 – 3 5 8 – 2 4 

 

RACE  6 : This is the final of the Roberts Equine Globe Derby for the three year old Colts and 

Geldings. RESURGENT SPIRIT (7) had his colours lowered for the second time last start. He will strip 

much fitter for that run but has to contend with drawing the top of the track. He will look to go 

forward to the breeze at some stage but will have to be back to his best to win but he has the 

record. ESTEVAO (3) beat him in the heat when had the dream run. He look’s the leader here so will 

give them something to chase. RUSTY RED COMET (5) was huge in his heat putting all the pressure 

on when sitting in the breeze throughout. He will have to sit parked again here or take a bit of cover 

behind the favourite either way is a huge danger. VANDE VELDE (10) is going to be the sitting back 

waiting for it all to unfold upfront. He was impressive in his heat and more than capable of winning 

this. EKTORAS (1), KARALTA DAZZLER (8) , CHOPSTIX BORIS (9) and HUSTLER HALO (12) are very 

capable on their night and can fill a place at odds. 

TOP PICK : RUSTY RED COMET (5) was very good in the heat and at the odds just leaning his way. 

DANGERS :  RESURGENT SPIRIT (7) is clearly the danger as is all class but draw is a bit of a concern 

along with VANDE VELDE (10). 

ROUGHIE : EKTORAS (1) will get a soft run behind the leader so can surprise. 

RATINGS :  5 7 – 3 10 – 1 9 – 8 12 – 2 4 6 11 

 

RACE  7 : This is a stand start Discretionary for the fast class pacers. OUR MELS DREAM (5) created a 

good impression when having first local run when hit the line strongly behind Pachacuti in track 

record time. There is no Pachacuti here so is sure to take plenty of holding out. BIGGERNBETTERMAX 

(6) has been racing well behind Pachacuti so he too will appreciate his absence tonight. He does 

begin quickly so will settle handy and is a big danger. SKY TOWER (2) is an old veteran who if was 

able to ping to the lead can give a bit of cheek. BROADBAND (3) is up in class taking on the fast class 

pacers for the first time. He can fly the tapes so may find the front and was left alone can play a 

hand in the finish. AMADMANCOMESUNDONE (4) is another proven stand start performer who 

resumes here so has to be kept safe. SPOT NINE (7) if he produced his best here will be very hard to 

hold out. 

TOP PICK : OUR MELS DREAM (5) as long as he steps is the one to beat. 

DANGERS :  BIGGERNBETTERMAX (6) well suited here so is the danger along with SPOT NINE (7). 

ROUGHIE : BROADBAND (3) if pinged to the lead can give some cheek. 

RATINGS :  5 – 2 4 6 7 – 1 3 

 



RACE  8 :  This is a C2/C5 for the Mares. EL JAYS MAGIC (3) is racing in career best form at present. 

She may be able to find the lead of her stable mate which will make her very hard to run down. 

NOW SHEZATERROR (5) will pay to forgive latest run and is suited by the small field here. She may 

have to go to the breeze but is sure to be in the finish. LIZA WITH A Z (7) was very impressive 

winning last start coming three wide without cover and winning well. She will have to put a similar 

run here again but is very capable of doing so is a huge danger. MARGIN GIRL (4) is a handy mare 

resuming who has to be kept safe as will get a good run in transit. MON SOIE (6) is racing well but 

will find this much stronger so place look’s best. 

TOP PICK :  EL JAYS MAGIC (3) has the draw so is the one to beat. 

DANGERS : LIZA WITH A Z (7) is racing very well so is a huge danger along with NOW SHEZATERROR 

(5). 

ROUGHIE :  MARGIN GIRL (4) can run at odds. 

RATINGS :  3 – 5 7 – 4 6 – 1 2 

 

RACE 9 : This a C5/C7 which only brings together a small field. TALKABOUT DEXTER (6) has had a 

super season going through his classes. There will be plenty of pace on which will suit so he can 

unleash his finishing burst and will take plenty of holding out. MELPARK MAESTRO (3) has been 

racing in great heart since they have been letting him run along. He will take plenty of beating. 

DIVAS DELIGHT (2) may have the speed to hold him out early so will be interesting to see what they 

do either way he is a danger. DELIVERTHEGOODS (1) draws to get a cheap as long as they take a bit 

of cover and if they do can surprise at good odds. I PITY THE FOOL (5) has been freshened up since 

his last run. He will be looking to have the last crack at them so can surprise at odds. CARDINAL SETH 

(4) is resuming from a break and can fill a place with the right run.  

TOP PICK : TALKABOUT DEXTER (6) will take plenty of beating. 

DANGERS :  MELPARK MAESTRO (3) racing very well so is a big danger along with DIVAS DELIGHT (2). 

ROUGHIE :   I PITY THE FOOL (5) can surprise at odds. 

RATINGS : 6 – 2 3 – 1 4 5 

 

RACE 10 : This is a CO only to finish off the night. ROBYN SCHERBOTSKY (6) is shooting for the hat-

trick here and there is no reason why she won’t make it three on the trot. She draws wide but will 

push forward and dictate the race so whatever beats her will win. LEGENDA (1) will strip fitter for 

her first up run on Monday night so from the draw can run the quinella. CYRILFROMTHEPOCKET (5) 

has a bit of ability on his night so if his anywhere near right has a great place chance. KINDA CUTE AS 

(4) will find this more suitable and will pay to forgive last run so is another that can run a place. 

GOTTALOVEFRIDAYS (2) and INNER CITY (3) may sneak into the minor first four spot. 

TOP PICK : ROBYN SCHERBOTSKY (6) is clearly the one to beat. 



DANGERS : LEGENDA (1) from the draw can run the quinella as can CYRILFROMTHEPOCKET (5) 

ROUGHIE :  KINDA CUTE AS (4) is next best. 

RATINGS :  6 – 1 4 5 – 2 3 

 

 


